Performance Indicator
1. Student Learning
Results

Program - AAS in Accounting
Technology; SLO - •Perform
accounting functions and
applications in both a manual
and a computerized accounting
system (SLO # 5) 70% of
students taking assessment will
complete the assessment

Use this table to supply data for Criterion 4.2.
Definition
A student learning outcome is one that measures a specific competency attainment. Examples of a direct assessment (evidence) of student learning
attainment that might be used include: capstone performance, third-party examination, faculty-designed examination, professional performance,
- If for any given performance measure your goal is being exceeded repeatedly, consider either increasing the goal or changing the performance
- For all data reported, show sample size (n=24).
Analysis of Results
Assessment given in ACCT 211
Managerial Accounting and then in
ACCT 275 Advanced Accounting
Projects

A.A.S.Business & Management
In MANG 276 Foundations of
Desired Outcome - Students will Strategic Management the students
be able to perform the
will completed a Marketing Mix Quiz
functions in the marketing mix

After three years of subpar
student performance, the
goal has been met each
year

Students did fine with
break even but not as
well in target profit
and margin offset
analysis.

After several years of
Students did very well with
meeting or exceeding goal, marketing mix
we are looking at ways to
assess something in intro
course

It was determined that
students needed more
information on profit and
margin offset so that was
provided in ACCT 211.
There were issues with
students completing that
portion of final exam in
ACCT 211 so assessment
was moved as a required
standalone project. in
ACCT 275. We have also
begun requiring ACCT
240 Accounting with
Excel.
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AAS Businss & Management
Marketing Mix
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AS Business Administration Assessment given in MANG 201 as
Students will be able to Perform part of standardized departmental
the Management Leadership
final
Functions. Target/Criterion:
70% of students will score 70%
or higher

Pass Percentage (%)
19-20 (28)
20-21 (25)

AAS Accounting Perform
Accounting Functions in
Manual and Computerized
System

We will be updating MARK
201 Principles of Marketing
into a more project-based
course and may assess there
in the future

Target/Criterion:
70% of students will score 70%
or higher on the standardized
marketing mix problem

18-19(25)

Target was made after
In the early assessments, it changes to some
was disoved that students assignments
had issues with control
systems. Therefore a
greater emphasis on
explaining why companies
develop control systems
for employees was put into
course and homework.

After several years we are
taking a break from collecting
the data for this outcome
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